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HEE, HEE! I SEE BY YOUR PALE WIDE-EYED PUSS THAT YOU MANAGED TO SCRUNGE A DIME FOR MY MAD-MAG! WELL, I'LL GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY'S WORTH ALL RIGHT! YES, IT'S ME AGAIN! THE OLD WITCH...MISTRESS OF THE HAUNT OF FEAR! SEE? ALREADY MY CAULDRON IS BUBBLING AND BOILING WITH ITS REEKING BREW OF STARK TERROR! COME IN AND I'LL SERVE YOU UP A SAMPLE! GOT YOUR DROOL-CUPS FASTENED? GOOD! HERE GOES WITH THE HORROR-HELPSING I CALL...

OOZE IN THE CELLAR?

Silas Thornton unlatched the cellar door and swung it open! The musty odor of dampness and decay wafted upward! Silas's wife, Emily, sighed as her aging husband started down the creaking steps with the carton of old clothes in his arms...

Please, Silas! The cellar is so cluttered already! Perhaps the matrons of the orphanage next door could use the clothes! Why save them?

In this house, we don't throw away anything that might be useful, Emily! Never can tell when you might need some old rag!
Beyond the cellar window, so covered with dust and dirt that Silas could no longer see through, voices and laughter of young children at play echoed into the sunny summer air.

Silas reached the foot of the steps and looked about. The cellar was indeed cluttered; thirty years they'd lived in the house, and for thirty years the collection in the cellar had grown. A narrow passage leading to the furnace was the only space not filled. Silas moved along the aisle searching for a place to store the carton. Emily's voice drifted down to him.

"That cellar is a shame, Silas... a shame! It... it smells from all the junk down there! It should be thrown out... all of it!"

"Mind your own business, Emily! I'm not throwing anything out!"

"Old lamps rusted or dust laden tables... cartons of left-over wall paper rolls... sagged beside buckets of paint, long-since hardened... broken springs and torn mattresses, their stuffings poking through... stood jammed against old trunks packed with old forgotten articles! Silas put the carton of old clothes down or a mound of worn discarded shoes... can't tell! Someday I might need somethin' down there!"

Silas's glance swept across the piled-high cellar. Here an old canary cage rusted, there a broken phonograph with its ancient horn-speaker yawned. Magazines, books, and papers lay stacked crazily, column after column. Bundles of old clothes, mildewed and moth-eaten, rotted silently. An old stuffed chair, soggy and decaying, squatted laden with empty bottles and jars... "Why should they have it? I paid good money for all this stuff! If I can't sell it... I'm not going to give it away!"

"Someday I might need somethin' down here!"

Silas turned and moved back across the dirt cellar floor and up the rickety steps. Outside the house, Emily stood at the spiked fence Silas had put up to keep the orphan children off his property! They crowded around her, clamoring...

"Emily! Oh! Er... yes, Silas! Excuse me, children!"

"What were you giving those brats?"

"Just some apples that had fallen from the tree, Silas! We can't eat them all!"

"Then get some jars from the cellar and can them! Save 'em! We don't give away food!"

"Blasted brats! They'd be grabbin' at everything with their greasy little paws if they had the chance!"

Silas's face was purple with rage as Emily came into the house.

"What were you giving those brats?"

"Just some apples that had fallen from the tree... Silas! We can't eat them all..."

"Then get some jars from the cellar and can them! Save 'em! We don't give away food!"

"Yes, Silas!"

"Yes, Emily!"

"Excuse me, children!"
The children at the orphanage knew all about the collection in Silas's cellar. Once, long ago, one of the braver boys had climbed the fence and peered in through the dirty window! His tale of the fabulous treasures stowed there had been magnified through the years. And a shiny new phonograph that's never even been played! Golly! I wish he'd give it to us! I like to hear music!

The ragged condition of the clothes the orphans were dressed in made Silas's cellar sound so wonderful... bundles of clothes in all colors... never been worn! And shoes... pairs and pairs of polished, gleaming shoes! Gee! We could certainly use them! Look... at... sob... my shoes!

And the children had found out about the reception Silas had given the women that ran the orphanage. Stingy old man! Miser! Get away from that fence!

Each fall, the apple tree in Silas's garden bent under the weight of the succulent red fruit! But Silas refused to part with any of it! In the cellar, jars and jars of home-canned apples lined a cobwebby shelf. But, Silas! Well never use up the apples I've already canned!

When Silas was not around, the children would beg Emily to intercede... to make Silas give them the things that he'd hoarded... No, children! You're wrong! The things that we have in the cellar are old! They're worn and rusted! You wouldn't want them!

Aw! You're just like him! You're a miser, too!
AND SO, THROUGH THE YEARS, AS THE CELLAR FILLED UP, EVEN EMILY CAME TO BELIEVE THAT THE JUNK IN THE CELLAR SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE CHILDREN! SHE RESENTED BEING CLASSED WITH HER FRUGAL HUSBAND AS A MISER! THAT'S WHY SHE BEGAN TO SLIP THE APPLES TO THE CHILDREN WHEN SILAS WAS NOT AROUND...

AND NOW SILAS HAD CAUGHT HER AT THE FENCE... GIVING THE CHILDREN THE Ripe RED APPLES! AND HE'D YELLED AT HER...


EMILY'S FACE WAS PALE, NOW! HER EYES WERE WIDE AND STARING! SHE RAN HER FINGERS OVER THE PHONOGRAPH HORN, TRACING TRACKS THROUGH THE DUST...

THE CHILDREN WOULD BE SO HAPPY... SO HAPPY!

ABOUT SUPPER TIME, SILAS MISSED EMILY! HE SEARCHED THE HOUSE FOR HER. FINALLY COMING UPON THE OPEN CELLAR DOOR...

EMILY? YOU DOWN THERE?

YES, SILAS!

WELL, COME UP, D'Y'HEAR? IT'S SUPPER TIME! I'M HUNGRY!

EMILY: I'M NOT COMING UP! SILAS! NOT UNTIL YOU EMPTY THIS CELLAR AND GIVE THOSE CHILDREN ALL THESE WONDERFUL THINGS!
YOU'RE CRAZY, EMILY! COME UP HERE AT ONCE!

NO, SILAS! NOT UNTIL YOU DO AS I ASK!

SILAS EXPLODED! HE SLAMMED THE CELLAR DOOR SHUT AND SLID THE BOLT CLOSED. THEN STAY DOWN THERE, YOU IDIOT! STAY THERE ALL NIGHT FOR ALL I CARE!

I WILL, SILAS! YOU'LL SEE! I'LL COME UP WHEN YOU PROMISE!

SILAS ATE COOKED APPLES FOR SUPPER THAT NIGHT! HE LISTENED FOR EMILY'S KNOCK... FOR SOME SIGN THAT SHE'D RELENTED... BUT NONE CAME.

EMILY? I'M NOT UNTIL YOU AGREE, SILAS!

EMILY? I'M Y NOT UNTIL GOING TO BED! ARE YOU COMING UP?

SILAS STORMED OFF TO BED! HE WAS DETERMINED NOW TO TEACH EMILY A LESSON! IN THE MORNING HE ATE MORE COOKED APPLES FOR BREAKFAST... LISTENING AT THE CELLAR DOOR! NO SOUND CAME! FINALLY, HE COULD STAND IT NO LONGER! HE UNBOLTED IT AND SWUNG IT OPEN...

EMILY! IF YOU DON'T COME UP RIGHT NOW, I'M COMING DOWN TO GET YOU!

A RAT SCURRIED ACROSS THE CELLAR FLOOR! THE STAIRS CREAKED AN OBJECTION AS SILAS DESCENDED SLOWLY...

EMILY! SO HELP ME, I'LL GOOD LORD!

EMILY DID NOT ANSWER! A FETID ODOR BURNED SILAS'S NOSTRILS! HE CALLED AGAIN! STILL NO ANSWER! HE SHOUTED ANGRILY... "EMILY! STOP PLAYING! ANSWER ME!"

EMILY WAS DEAD! AN OPENED JAR OF HOME-CANNED FOOD LAY BESIDE HER CHALK-WHITE BODY! ITS CONTENTS HAD BEEN HALF EATEN! THE ACID SMELL WAS STRONG IT CAME FROM THE JAR...

THE FOOD! IT... IT SPOILED! SHE'S BEEN POISONED! SHE, SHE'S DEAD!
Silas dragged Emily's body to her cellar grave and pushed her in! He pitched the crawling dirt down upon her white face. That's it! She left me! She got disgusted with the way I kept the cellar!

Fear clutched at Silas's heart! How could he explain Emily's death? There was only one thing to do! Silas got a spade and dug a shallow grave in the bare passageway, between the piles of junk...

"I'll say she went on a trip! No! She left me..."

And so, Emily's body was added to the clutter of junk that filled the cellar! Other bodies were there, too! The remains of an unfortunate mouse that had feasted on poisoned rodent-killer and had crawled into a pile of empty cans rotted there.

In Silas's clumsy efforts to bury poor Emily, he'd kicked over the spoiled jar of food! He'd left it lay and a stray cat that had wandered into the cellar by some obscure opening had tasted the spilled contents! It, too, lay decaying under a worm-eaten pillow...

Silas rarely came down to the cellar after Emily's death! The sickening stench from below grew stronger and stronger! As winter drew near and the house grew cold, Silas was forced to go down to start the furnace...

"Phew! I ought to get some quick-lime and spread it over the spot where I buried Emily..."

The furnace was faulty... Its boiler leaked! A steady drip-drip-drip of warm water ran down from it... along the soil-floor passage... and seeped into the ground near Emily's grave...

And somehow... as in a prehistoric swamp, long, long ago... the warmth of the furnace, the moisture, the decaying junk, the rotted remains of cat, mouse, and Emily... all of the strange and unknown conditions needed for the creation of living matter came about! A small pulsating pool of quivering life spread over the dank crowded cellar floor...
Little by little, the throbbing thing absorbed the junk around it! The old canary cage sunk slowly into the livid, gulping mass, dissolving as if it were made of spun sugar...

The piles and piles of magazines and books slipped into the sucking blob and disappeared... intergraded into it! The phonograph.

The bundles of old clothes... the decaying chair... the bottles and jars... all melted away! and the thing grew...

The rusted lamps... the broken springs and torn mattresses... the buckets of dried paint and mildewed wall paper... the trunks! The growing, quivering mass swallowed them all...

The shoes... the old rug... the cartons... everything! The cellar, the entire contents of the cellar was fused into one shivering, vibrating mass of living ooze...

And still it continued to grow! The cellar stairs went next! The gulping pasty mass sucked them in as far up as it could reach! The pillars that held the stairs hung crazily, too! Their bases absorbed out from under them.

Upstairs, Silas shuddered. A crawling sensation of horror crept up his spine! He stood up! He stared at the cellar door! From beyond it, a rustling, rolling sound came through... something... something's down there! Something moving! Something alive!
Silas unbolted the cellar door and flung it open! He stared into the darkness below him...

"Who... who's down there?"

He took the kerosene lamp from its hook on the wall and lit it! Its eerie glow reflected upward from the throbbing, pulsating thing downstairs...

"What... what is it? What's down there?"

Silas took one step downward? His weight splintered the unsupported stairs! As he fell forward, he screamed hysterically...

"YAAAAAAAAAAAWWWWW!

The thing enveloped Silas... dissolving the flesh from his bones! His shrieks of pain died to a whimp
er and then sighed to silence! Silas's clawing clutching hand was last to sink slowly into the quivering goo...

In the morning, only a blackened skeleton of the house remained! Everything within had been completely destroyed! The children of the orphanage peered at it through the spiked fence... sad-eyed...

"See! All those wonderful things in his cellar!

"Burned up! Gone! And we could have used them, too!"

The kerosene lamp spilled its inflammable contents out over the living cellar pool and it began to blaze! A nauseating odor of seared, charred flesh filled the house! Soon the entire structure was ablaze... the hot flames leaping wildly...

"Look! Golly! 'Old Miser Thornton's place! It's burning down!"

Hee, hee! That's my serving of Norror, kiddies! I hope it was tasty enough for you! So poor old Silas finally wound up as part of the junk in his cellar, eh?

He made a trash of himself in the end! Heee, hee! Well, that's what he dissolved! Oh, by the way! Your knees will dissolve when you get my 5x7 actual photo! Read my column, The Old Witch's Niche, to find out how to get it! And now I'll turn you over to that old garbage collector, the Vault-Keeper! He's waiting with a sample from his collection. See you later!
HEH, HEH! THIS IS YOUR HOST IN THE VAULT OF HORROR... THE VAULT-KEEPER... SPooking! Now that The Old Witch has finished with her panty-waist yarn (cellars! ewew!)... I'll tell you a real horror story! This is one that will make your hair stand right up on end (if you have any left! (steady E.C. readers don't!))! It was told to me by a rather 'attractive' young woman! Here it is in her own words! She calls this shivery tale...

THE ACID TEST!

Florence Blair! That's my name! I married Cedric Blair two years ago! He made a big fuss over me after we were introduced, and when he asked me to marry him, I consented! I guess he inflated my female ego with his devotion! Anyway, he was the only jerk who'd ever popped the question, and I was sick and tired of scratching a steno pad at the time... so we got hitched...

No more working for you, Florence! From now on, I'll be the breadwinner! You just stay home and take it easy!

Cedric, dear! You're so considerate!
Yeah, he was considerate, all right. So dissatisfying considerate that after a couple of months of marriage, his slushy attention began to grate on my nerves! He was the perfect gentleman... the slob! he treated me as if I was about to have a baby the following week...

WAIT, HONEY! DON'T SIT DOWN YET! LET ME GET YOU A CUSHION? OH... THANK YOU, DEAR!

You're probably sneering... saying, 'What's this broad complaining about? Some women would give their left arm for a husband like that!' Well, take it from me, kid! It can bore you... it can bore you stiff.

IS IT TOO HOT FOR YOU, LAMB PIE? SHALL I GET THE FAN?

AW, NEVER MIND, GEORGIE!

**Oh, Lord, is right!** After a while he just started to rub me the wrong way! He hovered about me like a mosquito... doing this... getting that! Sometimes I just gritted my teeth and prayed he'd haul off and sock me one... just for a change...

SHOES HURT, DARLING? CAN I GET YOU YOUR BEDROOM SLIPPERS? HUH? IS THERE ANYTHING YOU WANT?

Yeah... just sit there... and shut up... you creep! NO, DEAR! NOTHING!

You just go right into the living room and rest, baby! I'll do the dishes tonight.

THANKS... YOU DUMB SLOB!

Too cool for you, sugar? CAN I GET YOU A SHAWL? TURN UP THE HEAT? HUH?

1, 2, 3, OH LORD!

It got so I used to provoke arguments with him. Anything for a little diversion! But even that didn't work! He'd clam up while I raved and then come up to me... smile sweetly... and (I could've killed him for it)... apologize...

I WAS WRONG, FLORENCE! DON'T LET'S ARGUE! I'LL BE CAREFUL NEXT TIME! FORGIVE ME, PLEASE?

Okay! Okay! The jerk... he didn't even do anything!
It was like that for a whole year! On our anniversary he brought me a bouquet of flowers and we sat around all night... him wistfully reviewing every delightful moment of our past year together... and me dying by degrees...

...And the time you forgot to take the milk in six quarts? All sour!

For God's sake, Cedric!

That's all I had to say! After that he started taking me out twice... sometimes three times a week! The night out usually consisted of a two-bit movie show and ice cream in a teen-ager-jammed fountain afterwards! Two months of that was about all I could stand...

Why, Florence! It's Saturday night! You're not dressed! Aren't you clever!

But do you think he got mad? Do you think he blew up? Oh, no! Not Cedric! Not sweet, devoted, love-sick Cedric! He came over to me, patted my cheek affectionately... (I had to clench my fists so's not to scratch his eyes out)... and dribbled... I didn't know you were bored, sweetie pie! Why didn't you say something before this? Where would you like to go? Just say the word!

He took me! He must've gone into hock good paying the check they slapped him with! I didn't care! At least it was a change...

It must have cost a lot tonight, huh, Cedric?

 Aren't we going out? Not me, Buster! Not to another of those miserable movies! I'm sick of them! Do you hear? Sick of them!

He took me! He must've gone into hock good paying the check they slapped him with! I didn't care! At least it was a change...

It doesn't matter, dearest! As long as you enjoyed yourself!

Look at us! We never go anywhere! We just sit here... night after night!
And then it happened! It was about three months ago. I'd bought a bottle of muriatic acid to clean some stains off the bathtub. That stuff is really powerful! You have to use rubber gloves or it'll burn your skin off! Anyway, there I was, scrubbing away... when...

Hello, darling! How nauseating! I'm home early tonight!

Hello, Cedric! I'm in here!

Florence! What are you doing? Oh, dear! I hate to see you on your hands and knees like that! Here, let me do it!

I'll be through soon.

Hello, Cedric? You know how I dislike seeing you work, Lamsey pie! Give me the bottle!

Cedric, so help me...

Suddenly I saw red! I looked at his cocker-spaniel face... with those sad eyes and angelic expression... and I saw red...

Come on, sweet! Give it to me now!

All right.

My face was hot! I could feel the blood pounding in my cheeks! All of my hatred and repulsion toward Cedric welled up inside me and finally exploded! I flung the open bottle of acid into that disgusting, pasty, dry-smiling face...

Here! Take it! Take it! Florence!

Lord, he screamed! The stuff went into his eyes... dripped down his cheeks... frothed on his lips! He fell on his knees, staring at me with bloodshot eyes, and screamed...

When the ambulance came, they took Cedric away. I heard some talk about disfigurement and being blinded for life, but I was too dazed to understand. I finally was jolted out of my spinning world by a heavy hand on my shoulder.

"C'mon along, Mrs. Blair! You're under arrest!"

They took me down to the police station and booked me! They charged me with assault! They said I'd have to stand trial! Then they put me behind bars! A couple of hours later, a greasy-looking guy came to my cell...

"Good evening, Mrs. Blair! I'm your lawyer! I've been assigned by the state to defend you!"

"Go on, scran! How you gonna defend me? I did it, didn't I?"

He got real close! I could smell the liquor on his breath. Don't be a fool, Mrs. Blair! I've been to see your husband... drops in the hospital!

"He's badly burned, but he's all right!"

"Too bad!"

"He still loves you, Mrs. Blair! Do you realize what that means?"

"Huh? He... he... maybe you'd better start talking, sense, buddy!"

The greasy lawyer talked! And he made good sense! Cedric, the stupid fool, couldn't believe I'd dashed the acid in his face on purpose! In fact, he was going to plead for me at the trial...

"What? He's going to ask them to let me off?"

"That's right! He thinks it was just a little temper-flair-up and the acid was unfortunately in your hands at the time!"

Cedric! Love-sick, devoted, considerate Cedric! He just couldn't believe that I hated him enough to splatter him deliberately with acid...

"The fool! The idiot!"

Just play along, Mrs. Blair! All you have to do is act repentant! Show the jury it was just a lover's quarrel!"
I didn't relish the thought of going to jail for a couple of years, so I agreed to do what the mouthpiece wanted. At the trial, Cedric was swathed in bandages! He'd been blinded by the acid! But it was the same old sickening Cedric.

I love this woman... and she loves me! I beg you! Let her go! I need her now! What she has done, she will suffer for... for the rest of her life! She will have to gaze on my face... she will have to see daily what she has done!

The ambulance chaser just kept nodding his head and smiling while I poured out the tears! I was sensational! Why, one broad in the jury even started to bawl! I was so convincing! When the verdict came in...

We, the jury, find the defendant... no? guilty.

The lawyer was shaking my hand and Cedric was at my side, stumbling around, clawing at my sleeve...

Come home now, Florence! It's all over!

You'd better go along! Make it look good! Yeah! I get it! Come, Cedric, dear! I'll take you home!

I looked at the lawyer questioningly. He bent over and whispered...

What matters the most is that my husband still loves me! That's all that counts! You can punish me for my mistake if you like! Only... sob... sob... knowing Cedric... sob... forgives me... is all... sob... that matters!

When we got to the apartment, Cedric sat down wearily... staring blankly ahead through the smoked glasses taped on his bandaged head...

Can I get you something, Cedric?

No, Florence! Just come sit by me for a while.

He took my hand in his! A cold shiver crawled up my spine at his clammy touch! I tried to draw my hand away, but he held it fast! I never knew he was so strong...

What's wrong, Florence? Am I repulsive to you? Would you like to see what you did to me?
He started to unwind the bandages with his free hand. I looked away! His fingers dug into my wrists.

"You're not looking at me, Florence! I can tell! Look at me! See what you did?"

"No, Cedric! No!"

"Tell me you still love me, Florence! Tell me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Stop it! Let me go!"

Then I looked! My God, I looked! I almost threw up at what I saw! His face was horribly distorted. His skin burned and scarred...his eyes, two black holes...

"Pretty isn't it, Florence? Tell me you still love me, Florence! Tell me!"

"You're not looking at me, Florence! I can tell! Look at me! See what you did?"

"Tell me you still love me, Florence! Tell me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"

"Tell me, you still loved me! Show me you do! Kiss me!"
This last week had been a nightmare, John Bradbury thought to himself as he lay taut and sleepless in the darkened bedroom. Ever since he had brought his young bride to their new home, a ghastly succession of events had transpired... events so horrible that John Bradbury was beginning to question his own sanity.

First there had been the canary... its cage smashed open and its neck mangled! Bradbury had decided with a shudder that the cat had gotten to it. That theory had survived for just one night! Then the cat, itself, had been discovered in the basement... its throat ripped open and the blood drained from the grotesque corpse!

For three nerve-wracking days, he and Ruth had closely watched their Airedale. It must have been Tippy, Bradbury concluded with revulsion... he had suggested destroying the dog immediately, but it was Ruth's animal and tearfully she defended it. She had beseeched him to wait... couldn't they allow time for Tippy's innocence to manifest itself?

And then, just the night before, Bradbury had been awakened in the early hours of the morning by Ruth's hideous screams. There, in the hallway, not more than a yard from their own bedroom, was the dog's fast-stiffening body... on its throat the terrible evidence of a vampire's teeth!

It had been a week of nightmare, John Bradbury thought to himself, as he lay stiff and sleepless in the darkened room. The cat and the canary and the dog... all victims of a force which was too gruesome for the human mind to comprehend. Some awful power held this house in its grasp... or was the perpetrator of these harrowing incidents someone who lived here? With a choking sob John Bradbury thrust the thought from his mind... there must be some other explanation!

A sudden sound electrified him: the door knob was turning and a glimmer from the hallway probed into the bedroom. He felt the tension pressing around him like a smothering shroud... there, walking towards him and looking almost ghostly in the eerie light, was Ruth Bradbury.

Suddenly the terrible truth was so obvious that it was all Bradbury could do to restrain himself from shouting it aloud. The vampire... the ghoulish monster who swallowed its victim's blood... must be his own wife! There could be no other explanation... and she was coming now to claim her next victim!

Now she was peering down at him with glittering eyes and, in that moment, he sat bolt upright in bed, no longer able to feign sleep. Fear such as he had never known before shuddered through his body and set his limbs at tremble. Ruth's face was coming closer and closer...

In that second of supreme desperation his mind went blank and he felt himself whirling helplessly down a long, mucky corridor... spinning... careening wildly. It may have been seconds later... or could it have been aeons?... that he recovered consciousness. There had been strange familiarity to his blanking-out... was it possible that Ruth had been poisoning or doping him in order to get him out of the way?

Slowly he opened his eyes. There, at the foot of the bed, Ruth leered at him... her mouth twisted in a savage leer. On her throat were the unmistakable marks of the savage VAMPIRE!

And on the trembling fingers which John Bradbury held before his unbelieving eyes was the warm, sticky blood of his latest victim... the blood which he must have wrung from his lips just seconds after he had murdered his own wife!
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Here's a tale that should drive you bugs! I call it...

Extermination

Ralph slammed hard on the brakes and his small panel truck squealed to a stop before the White House. He stepped out, squinting at the brass numbers tacked on the front door of the dwelling, and smiled.

"Twelve-twenty-one! This is the place!"

Ralph sighed wearily as he made his way back to the rear of the truck, unlatched the two doors, and pulled them toward him! Inside, a clutter of cans, boxes, tanks, hoses, pumps, and other assorted equipment lay stacked neatly! On the sides of the truck, in large screaming letters, were the words, "Ajax Exterminators."

"Thank heavens this is my last stop today! I'm bushed!"
A wide-eyed, pale-faced, middle-aged woman peered at Ralph from behind the curtains as he moved up the walk to the front door. Ralph grinned back at her and she disappeared. Then the door opened and she stood there, embarrassed.

Goodness gracious! Did you have to park your truck right in front? Now all the neighbors will know!

Huh? Aw, come on, lady! It ain't no crime to have bed-bugs!

She looked up and down the street, her face flushing beet-red...

Sh-sh-hh! Don't talk so loud! Someone will hear you! Come in!

Yeah! Where's the bedroom, huh?

The wide-eyed, pale-faced, middle-aged woman closed the door behind Ralph and took one last look out of the curtained window. Then she pointed a thin arm...

Are you kidding, lady? Didn't you read the sign on my truck? I've killed more bed-bugs, roaches, ants, rats, mice, moths, termites, and other pests than any other exterminator in this town!

Ralph stamped into the bedroom and approached the bed. He flung the mattress back and studied it carefully.

Yeah, you got 'em, lady! But good!

I know! They...they bite!

Bite? They suck your blood. That's what they do! Looks like they're in the tufts and folds of this mattress!

Can you kill them?

In there! Is it going to hell?

Don't know yet! Gotta see first!

You say that... like, like you enjoy killing 'em!

You bet! I enjoy killing 'em! I hate 'em! Hate 'em!

The smile faded on Ralph's face and his eyes grew dark. He grimaced at the infested mattress angrily.

Er...ah...yes! I see. Er, how do you kill bed-bugs, Mr. Mr...
For a moment, Ralph was silent, staring at the bed with wide glaring eyes; then the cloud lifted from his face and he smiled...

Nuh? Oh? My name's Ralph Mellon, you can call me Ralph, Lady!

How do you kill bed-bugs, Ralph?

Huh? Oh? My name's Ralph! How do you kill bed-bugs, Ralph?

Rats! They're the hardest! They're smart... those babies! Poisoned bait's good for them until they get wise and avoid it! Then you gotta change the bait... and the poison!

You mean they know after a while?

Termites is fun to kill! You give 'em a cloud of cyanide gas, knocks 'em for a loop.

Cyanide gas?

while Ralph began to spray the mattress with the lethal DDT, he continued to chatter to the woman...

Yip! Good for ants, too! Now cockroaches is tougher! Gotta dust them with sodium fluoride or powdered borax to kill 'em!

Ugh! I hate cockroaches!

Termites is fun to kill! You give 'em a cloud of cyanide gas, knocks 'em for a loop.

While Ralph began to spray the mattress with the lethal DDT, he continued to chatter to the woman...

All according! If they're inside the mattress, we can steam 'em out! They can't take anything over 125 degrees! As for the folds and tufts, a spray of DDT will wipe 'em out!

In the mattress! Oh, dear!

Rats! They're the hardest! They're smart... those babies! Poisoned bait's good for them until they get wise and avoid it! Then you gotta change the bait... and the poison!

You mean they know after a while?

Termites is fun to kill! You give 'em a cloud of cyanide gas, knocks 'em for a loop.

Cyanide gas?

While Ralph began to spray the mattress with the lethal DDT, he continued to chatter to the woman...

Yip! Good for ants, too! Now cockroaches is tougher! Gotta dust them with sodium fluoride or powdered borax to kill 'em!

Ugh! I hate cockroaches!

Rats! They're the hardest! They're smart... those babies! Poisoned bait's good for them until they get wise and avoid it! Then you gotta change the bait... and the poison!

You mean they know after a while?

Termites is fun to kill! You give 'em a cloud of cyanide gas, knocks 'em for a loop.

Cyanide gas?

While Ralph began to spray the mattress with the lethal DDT, he continued to chatter to the woman...

Yip! Good for ants, too! Now cockroaches is tougher! Gotta dust them with sodium fluoride or powdered borax to kill 'em!

Ugh! I hate cockroaches!

Rats! They're the hardest! They're smart... those babies! Poisoned bait's good for them until they get wise and avoid it! Then you gotta change the bait... and the poison!

You mean they know after a while?

Termites is fun to kill! You give 'em a cloud of cyanide gas, knocks 'em for a loop.

Cyanide gas?
Ralph put the DDT bomb into his kit and lit a cigarette! His eyes sparkled, as if he'd just been through a delightful experience... Yeh! There's plenty! You, you to exterminating! But I love it!

Ralph's face brightened! He beamed... Yeah! I like to kill 'em! It makes me feel good! I musta killed... Maybe... A thousand bed-bugs... Just now?! A thousand... Gasp!

His eyes were wide and staring now... Bet I've killed a million cockroaches! Ten thousand rats! Half-a-million bed-bugs... Ten million ants... Are you finished, Ralph?

Ralph jumped up! He strode over to where the slimy brown cockroach had hesitated on the floor, sweeping its feelers about from right to left... As if it sensed impending danger! Ralph's eyes glared! Cruel smile crossed his hard face! He raised his foot... slowly...

In a minute, cockroach, you're gonna be mashed mush!

That night, when Ralph Mellon... exterminator, got home, he sunk wearily into a chair! He sat there for a while staring blankly ahead of him! Then he burst out laughing... Crazy dame! Called me a sadist! Said I like to inflict pain on other creatures! As if a bug can feel any pain!

That night, when Ralph Mellon... exterminator, got home, he sunk wearily into a chair! He sat there for a while staring blankly ahead of him! Then he burst out laughing... Crazy dame! Called me a sadist! Said I like to inflict pain on other creatures! As if a bug can feel any pain!

Ralph sat there for a while, chuckling! Then a movement caught his eye! Something moving across the floor before him...

Ralph sat there for a while, chuckling! Then a movement caught his eye! Something moving across the floor before him...

Ralph brought down his heel on the sticky brown back of the roach, grinding the insect into the floor! The crackle of its shell-like body was suddenly drowned out by an eerie, splitting shriek...

Good Lord! The roach! The roach screamed!
It was as if the scream had been a signal. Suddenly the walls about Ralph were filled with the scratching pattern of thousands of clawed toes.

What's that? Rats!

And then the humming started! The drone of hundreds upon hundreds of pairs of wings...

Moths! Thousands of 'em!

Suddenly the walls about Ralph were filled with the scratching pattern of thousands of clawed toes...

And then the roaches and the ants came, from the cracks in the floor. They kept coming... and coming...

Termites? They're after me!

I've got to get out of here!

Then the termites poured from the woodwork! Millions of them... streaming towards him...

Termites? They're after me!

And then the roaches and the ants came, from the cracks in the floor. They kept coming... and coming...

I've got to get out of here!

Ralph turned to run, but ten thousand rats barred the way. Their knife-like teeth gleaming...

Oh, lord! I'm surrounded!

A swarm of bed-bugs crawled from the worn furniture... moving toward Ralph...

Bed-bugs! Millions of them?

The humming grew deafening! A cloud of moths hurled at Ralph, landing on his arms, his legs, his back...

Help! They're eating away my clothes!
Ralph started to run but the rats were upon him! Their slashing teeth cut into his ankles! He went sprawling.

And, then Ralph was awake! He sat bolt upright in his chair and stared about him! He was covered with perspiration! He breathed a sigh of relief.

Thank God! It was only a dream! A horrible dream!

Ralph jumped up angrily! All his pent-up emotion from the dream he'd just experienced spilled over! Enraged, he strode to where the slimy brown insect had hesitated.

Screaming cockroaches! Bah!
HEH, HEH! YEP! IT'S YOUR HOST IN HORROR, THE CRYPT-KEEPER, AGAIN... WELCOMING YOU TO THE CRYPT OF TERROR! COME IN! SIT DOWN NEXT TO ME AND I'LL 'ENTERTAIN' YOU WITH ONE OF MY TERRORIZING TALES GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOUR BLOOD FREEZE IN YOUR VEINS! THIS TIME I'VE CHOSEN, FROM MY JEALOUSLY GUARDED COLLECTION OF BLOOD-CURDLERS, A FAVORITE OF MINE CALLED...

EAR TODAY... GONE TOMORROW!

A GENTLE MARCH WIND SWEEPT LIGHTLY OVER THE GRAVESTONES, CARESSING THEIR TIME-WORN FACES! BEYOND THE RUSTING IRON FENCE THAT KEPT INTRUDERS FROM DISTURBING THOSE WHO SLEPT BELOW THE THAWING GROUND, A RAMSHACKLE FACTORY BUILDING LOOMED... BLACK AND SILENT AGAINST A CHILLY GRAY SKY! ACROSS ITS PAINT-PEELED WALL, FADING LETTERS READ...
HEM, HEM! I SEE BY YOUR LEERING FACES, KIDDIES, THAT YOUR FIENDISH IMAGINATIONS ARE ALREADY RUNNING WILD FROM JUST READING THE FIRST PANEL! WELL, TAKE IT EASY, CRUMBS! IT'S MY STORY... NOT YOURS! TO GO ON...

IN THE OFFICE OF THE DURO AND UNGER FERTILIZER COMPANY, IRWIN DURD, THE SENIOR PARTNER, SHOUTED HOARSELY INTO A PHONE.

I TOLD YOU, SYE! YOU'LL GET YOUR MONEY! JUST GIVE ME A FEW MORE DAYS! THAT'S ALL I...

CLICK!

IT'S NO USE, ELLIOT! IT WOULDN'T DO ANY GOOD! SYE JUST WOULDN'T GIVE US ANY MORE CREDIT! HE WANTS TO BE PAID!

BUT, THIS ORDER! IF WE COULD FILL IT, HE'D GET HIS MONEY!

WHAT ORDER?

THIS ONE! IT CAME IN THIS MORNING! A RUSH! ONE THOUSAND POUNDS OF BONE-MEAL FERTILIZER! NOW CAN WE FILL IT IF HE WON'T SELL US THE SCRAP BONES?

ELLIOT SNATCHED THE WHITE SHEET OF PAPER FROM ELLIOT'S HAND...

LET'S SEE THAT ORDER! HMMNM! ONE THOUSAND POUNDS... BONE-MEAL... DELIVERED MONDAY! MONDAY! IMPOSSIBLE! TODAY IS FRIDAY!

IF WE CAN'T LOCATE ANOTHER SCRAP WHOLESALER TO SELL US THE BONES TODAY, WE'LL LOSE THE ORDER!

STOP PIPE-DREAMING! YOU KNOW NO OTHER SCRAP-DEALER IN TOWN WILL SELL TO US ON CREDIT? BYE WAS OUR ONLY CHANCE, AND HE WON'T GIVE US ANY MORE! WE JUST SAID SO!... YOU HEARD...

ELLIOT! THAT ORDER COULD PULL US OUT OF THE RED IF WE HAD THE STUFF TO FILL IT, EH? WELL, I THINK I KNOW WHERE WE CAN GET IT!
ALL RIGHT! ALL RIGHT! SO YOU GUessed IT ALL THE TIME! SO YOU'RE REAL CLEVER! SO GIMME A CHANCE! LOOK! THIS IS ONLY THE BEGINNING OF THE STORY! THERE'S A MIDDLE AND AN END! LET'S GO ON...

Irwin stared out of the office window at the run-down old cemetery lying in the shadows of the factory building...

Irwin! What in blazes are you talking about? Here... Where can you get it... to the window!

Irwin pointed out at the crooked weather-beaten gravestones...

There! Wha...? The CEMETERY! Good Lord!

What's wrong, Elliot? Afraid? That's a very old cemetery!

Yes! Historic! If anyone found us digging it up, they'd lock us up and throw away the key! I know the folks in this town! They're proud of that ancient landmark!

Besides! They say that graveyard is haunted! Once a grave-rober was found... sprawled near a grave he'd opened! He'd been choked to death! They said the corpse did it!

Bah! Some other grave-rober probably came along! That's just a story they cooked up to scare people!

Irwin

AND YOU DON'T THINK FOR ONE MINUTE THAT WE'D DIG UP THE BONES WE NEED WHERE WE'D BE SEEN, DO YOU?

WELL, HOW ELSE CAN WE GET THEM?

Simple! We tunnel to them FROM THE CELLAR OF THIS FACTORY! WE COULD TAKE ALL WE NEED AND NO ONE WOULD BE THE WISER!

Tunnel! I never thought of that!
The sound of a spade striking soft earth echoed through the empty factory! A gaping hole yawned in the cellar wall! The tunnel had been started.

This is...ugh...slow work...Irwin! I don't think we can do it...by Monday!

Don't worry! We'll be through in time! Keep digging!

All night the two men worked. Finally, toward morning, they struck the first coffin.

A coffin. We've reached a coffin! Well don't just kneel there...starting! Chop it open?

Irwin crawled past Elliot and jabbed the spade savagely into the black worm-eaten box before him! The side gave way with a sickening crunch and a foul smell burned their nostrils...

Pheuw...what an odor.

What did you expect? Perfume? Look at the hole I smashed! The wood is so old and rotten; it gives like paper.

Irwin scooped the contents of the coffin out onto the tunnel floor! Bleached bones, covered with tattered remains of clothing, spilled out! A grinning white skull rolled forward, staring at them with hollow black eyes...

Ugh! Irwin! I...I'm frightened.

Stop acting like a child, Elliot!

Crawl back to the cellar and bring a sack! We've got a lot more coffins to locate and fill that order!

Y...yes, Irwin! I'm...going!
And so all day Saturday and into Saturday night the two partners dig! The sacks of bones piled up...higher and higher...

This looks like enough, Elliot! You can stop digging in there!

Okay, Irwin!

Soon, Elliot returned with the back...

Here's the back, Irwin!

Fill it up with the bones from the coffin I opened there! I think I've hit another coffin here!

Yessir, Irwin!

Ah! We're in luck! This is another one! When you're through, take the back back to the cellar and bring an empty one!

Sunday morning found the two men busy emptying the sacks of bones into the grinding machines...

Just think, Elliot! With the money we get from this order, we can pay our debts!

We're in business again, Irwin!

The ground-up bones were packed in sacks and loaded on the truck.

This is the last bag! In the morning, Willy can drive it over and deliver it!

Whew! I'm exhausted! I could sleep for a week!

Then the cellar wall was repaired.

There! The opening is all cemented up! No one will ever suspect! By the way, Elliot! Still believe those stories about the graveyard being haunted?

I guess not, Irwin!

I'm EXHAUSTED.
HEH, HEH! S'MATTER, KIDDIES? RUNNING OUT OF GUESSES? NO, NOTHING HAPPENED TO IRWIN AND ELLIOT! IN FACT, AFTER THAT, BUSINESS WAS PRETTY GOOD! BILLS WERE PAID! MORE ORDERS POURING IN! THEY BECAME QUITE WEALTHY! THAT FALL...

WELL, INWIN! THE SEASON'S ALMOST OVER! I THINK YOU AND I DESERVE A VACATION!

GOOD IDEA, ELLIOT!

WHAT SAY WE DRIVE UPSTATE TO SOME HOTEL AND TAKE A GOOD REST?

SOUNDS GREAT! WHEN DO WE LEAVE?

THE NEXT DAY, IRWIN AND ELLIOT CLOSED THEIR FERTILIZER FACTORY AND STARTED OUT OR THEIR VACATION! THEY DROVE ALL DAY...BUT TOWARDS EVENING...

WE'D BETTER FIND A PLACE TO SPEND THE NIGHT, ELLIOT! IT'S GETTING DARK!

YEAH! KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN AND UH... WHAT THE...?

THE ENGINE SPUTTERED AND STALLED! THE CAR COASTED TO A STOP! DARKNESS WAS CLOSING IN... BLAST IT! WE'RE OUT OF GAS!

LOOK! WE'VE STOPPED BESIDE A CORN FIELD! THERE MUST BE A FARM HOUSE AROUND!

Irwin and Elliot closed their fertilizer factory and started out on their vacation. They drove all day...but towards evening...

Well, Inwin! The season's almost over! I think you and I deserve a vacation!

Good idea, Elliot!

What say we drive upstate to some hotel and take a good rest?

Sounds great! When do we leave?

The next day, Irwin and Elliot closed their fertilizer factory and started out on their vacation. They drove all day...but towards evening...

We'd better find a place to spend the night, Elliot! It's getting dark!

Yeah, keep your eyes open and uh... what the...

The engine sputtered and stalled! The car coasted to a stop! Darkness was closing in... Blast it! We're out of gas!

Look! We've stopped beside a corn field! There must be a farm house around!

Irwin and Elliot closed their fertilizer factory and started across the corn field between the towering rows of still-unharvested corn. Golly, this corn grows tall! It's way over our heads!

Hunny, it's getting dark! This way...down this furrow...

Eerie, isn't it, Elliot?

I'm afraid, Inwin!
Then... Irwin screamed in pain? Elliot spun around, squinting into the gathering darkness.

Elliot stared at his struggling partner! Stringy roots twined about his ankles! The green stalks around him bent forward... thrashing... whipping...

Suddenly, Irwin cried out...

Elliot! Something's got my foot! Help me! I'm caught!

"It's probably just a root! Come on!"

"Yaaaaaaaah! Irwin! What's wrong?"

Elliot turned and began to run! He scrambled down the furrows between rows of towering corn! Clawing vine-like shoots reached out at him... slapping at his face, wrapping around his ankles! Behind him, Irwin's screams were hysterical now...

"The corn! It's trying to kill us! It's got Irwin! I've got to get away!"

In the morning, the farmer and his hired hands that had come to help with the harvesting of the corn found the two fertilizer men! Elliot hung, impaled, upon the barbed-wire fence! Irwin lay some thirty feet behind...

"Can't understand it! They've been beaten to a pulp... each of them! Look at the corn-cobs! Their husks have been ripped away... and they're covered with blood!"

"Heh, heh! That's the story, kiddies! You can always depend on your crypt-keeper for a surprise, eh? Well, I hope you liked this little horror yarn! Irwin and Elliot's battered bodies have been laid to rest now... in a picturesque little cemetery! Only one thing mars the beauty of the spot! There's a factory right next to it! What's the sign say? Er... Frankfurters? Hmm... "Oye, now! Don't forget to read the old witch's niche to find out how to obtain an actual photo of me! We'll all see you next in my mag, Tales from the Crypt!"
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